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PRODUCT DETAILS The Ninja 3-in-1 Food Processor
with Auto-iQ is a great choice for busy families on the
go. This high quality, super-efficient blender can easily

blend, chop, slice, and puree in the one powerful
appliance. Simply fill the 600 ml bowl with ingredients,

attach the included total crushing jar lid (with
adjustable-position cutting blade), and plug it in for

reliable blending and crushing. The Ninja 3-in-1 Food
Processor with Auto-iQ is perfect for extra-large or
family-sized families on the go. With 600 ml total
capacity, you will need just a few ingredients, like

popcorn, ice cream, and yogurt, to make a smoothie,
smoothie bowl, or juice in a hurry. The reversible
slicing/grating blade easily slices and grinds leafy

greens as easily as it makes fluffy rice and potatoes.
Get busy blending, crushing, chopping, and slicing in
no time. The Ninja 3-in-1 Food Processor with Auto-iQ

is also perfect for making hearty soups, drinks,
sauces, and frozen desserts with the included 2.1L

Total Crushing Jug. Simply toss fresh, frozen, or dried
ingredients into the jug, turn it on, and sit back while
your food processor does all of the work. There are a
variety of accessories that are compatible with this
blenderseries.NOTE: The top flap of your box shows
the select accessories that are included with your

model.To purchase more accessories, visit
ninjakitchen.co.uk PARTSA. Jug LidB. 2.1L* Total

Crushing JugC. Motor Base(attached power cord not
shown)D. Total Crushing BladeE. Spout LidF. Pro
Extractor Blades AssemblyG. 700ml Single-Serve
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CupH. Reversible Slicing/Grating DiscI. Disc AdapterJ.
Food Processor BowlK. 2-Part Pusher for Feed Chute

LidL. Feed Chute LidM. Dough Blade AssemblyN.
Chopping Blade Assembly*1.8L max liquid capacity.
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